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FRUITFULNESS 



Keep in your prayers: 
 All of those impacted by COVID-19. 
 All those facing financial, emotional, spiritual, and health stresses. 
 
*If you would like to be added to the email prayer chain and receive prayer                                                                             
requests throughout the week, please contact Megan Engle at                                 
megane@spfcc.org to let her know.* 

About The Evangel 
 

The Evangel is a quarterly publication that provides St. Peter’s First Community Church with teachings and    
devotions, updates from teams and missionaries, and a preview of upcoming ministry opportunities and church 
activities.  
 

This quarter’s theme is “Fruitfulness”. The cover art and devotion entries will all circle around this theme.  
“You did not choose me, but I chose you and appointed you so that you might go and bear fruit—fruit that will 
last—and so that whatever you ask in my name the Father will give you. This is my command: Love each 
other” (John 15:16-17). As we draw near to God, may our lives bear witness to the fruit of the Spirit...love, joy, 
peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control (Galatians 5:22-23). 
 

This edition is for June 2020 through August 2020. 
 

If you’d like to learn more about the content of this edition or to contribute to future Evangels through art,   
poetry or devotional writings, please contact Megan Engle at megane@spfcc.org.  
 
About St. Peter’s First 
 

Mission 
St. Peter’s First Community Church is a covenant community committed to glorifying God by building up the 
body of Christ and helping others in our world and neighborhood become followers of Jesus.  
 

Covenant 
We covenant with one another to seek God with all our heart, soul, mind, and strength and to obey His Word, 
and to witness the good news of Jesus Christ to the world around us. This we do through the power of the Holy 
Spirit who has been given to us by the Father to glorify the Son, looking forward toward the triumph of              
righteousness and eternal life. 
 

Ashley Hines writes about the painting she created for the cover of this edition. “My favorite display of 

God’s fruitfulness occurs when one person’s faith helps plant another person’s seed. How has your faith 
helped another see His love? How has another’s faith fostered your own fruitfulness?” This piece is  

meaningful to be viewed as displayed on the front of this Evangel or by turning the image 90 degrees. 
Consider viewing the image both ways for different perspectives.  



Faith Like Asparagus 
 
Let me tell you about growing asparagus. I should note that I’ve never grown asparagus. Some folks from the 
congregation, the Tuckers and the Stricks, are growing it.  
 
Jenna tells me that you plant roots into the ground. And then you wait. After a couple years, you’ll get             
asparagus. A ton of it. As Jenna says, you’ll have enough to give it away as Christmas gifts. (Please don’t give 
me asparagus for Christmas. I prefer Party Shop gift cards, thank you.) Not only do you get a lot of it, you get it 
for a long time. Apparently, a single asparagus plant might produce crops for as long as twenty years. 
 
When I stopped by the Tuckers earlier this spring, Elisha showed me the asparagus in his garden. He had some 
of the thickest asparagus I’ve ever seen, we’re talking thick like a corn stalk. He said that, on a good day, an 
asparagus stalk will grow several inches.  
 
Think about it this way. If someone planted asparagus the summer I became pastor here, they might just now 
have harvested some to eat. But now that it’s producing, it’s coming quick and it’s coming in thick. And it’ll still 
be producing tasty harvests when Emmalyn is graduating high school. That’s wild to think about. 
 
Most plants, like tomatoes and beans, sprout up in a year, take little time to produce fruit, and then die. But 
asparagus is different. And this difference provides a useful analogy to what I hope we’ll all be able to discover 
in the weeks and months ahead. Here’s what I mean. 
 
The Spirit is always at work in us. As the Great Cultivator of our souls, the Holy Spirit intends to bear fruit 
through us. Those fruits are love, peace, patience, goodness, kindness, gentleness, faithfulness, and self-
control. The thing is, we often do not see how the Spirit is at work in our lives.  
 
That is, we don’t see the work just as it is happening. We can see it clearly when we look back on our lives. 
Looking back, we may remember how our anger controlled us, but how we’ve not become people with               
inexplicable patience. We may remember how lust or greed made us captives to pornography or workaholism, 
but now we practice self-control. You see what I’m getting at. 
 
The Spirit sometimes plants in us plants that grow and bear fruit quickly. But in other instances the Spirit is 
planting asparagus. Only after two or three years—or more—of prayer and  petition do we  finally taste the 
fruit the Spirit has been growing. And all that time the Spirit was at work. And that work leads to a hearty and 
long-lasting fruit. 
 
Ultimately, we should pray for the Spirit to make all of those fruits more like asparagus crop. We don’t want 
love to be as fleeting as a tomato plant; we want it to be consistent, and established, like asparagus.  
 
All of this to say, in this season where it may feel like the Spirit has abandoned us, we must keep the faith. 
What does that look like? It looks like trusting the Spirit to be at work beneath the surface of our lives; it looks 
like praying for the roots of Christ’s love to take hold in the soil of our being; it looks like looking back—
sometimes way back—at who we were and celebrating the fruit we now see in our lives.  
 
May it be that after all this is said and done, we may look back and see that God was at work all along. Veni 
Creator Spiritus. Amen. 
            Every blessing, 
            Pastor Zen 



Children’s Update 
*Our Family Connections Facebook group is a place for families to 
stay connected, and it provides lovely resources for families and 
children.  A variety of family resources are shared to help families 
dive deeper into faith conversation and discovery at home                    
together.  Ideas connected to Sunday services are shared along 
with story time readings and questions and additional                
encouragement for parents.   

*The SPFCC Mobile Library for Kids opened in May!  Check out our 
mobile library page on Facebook.  Take a look at the current book 
and movie offerings for the 
week, and comment on the 
books you’d like to reserve.  
The library runs each Sunday 
afternoon and books will be 
dropped off right to your 
door.  May sweet                        
conversations happen as you 
and your family read          
together, and may you be 
drawn deeper into God’s 
great love for you!  

*Family Resources during Holy Week:  The Children’s Team         
provided families with additional resources to observe, celebrate, 
and discuss the events of Holy Week in deep and meaningful ways 
this year.  Each day, the Children’s Team shared a Holy Week book 
with questions for family conversation, as well as created bags 
filled with goodies and activities for Easter to deliver to kids. 

Celebration Moment:  I 
celebrate the unique, 
creative, and simple ways 
we’ve been able to stay 
connected in this season.  
I’ve enjoyed connecting 
with kids and families 
through cards, calls, 
texts, deliveries, prayers, 
and other creative ways.   

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Youth Update 
*Over the last few months, a youth prayer gathering was held 
each Thursday morning for students and area youth workers to 
gather together in prayer.   
*We continue to stay connected and meet together on Zoom.  If 
any middle or high school student is interested in joining our 
weekly conversation, contact Megan Condry for more                   
information.  We spent a lot of time journeying through Holy 
Week and discussing how Christ’s death and resurrection impact 
our lives each day.   
Celebration Moment:   I was encouraged by the conversations we 
had as we journeyed through the Easter story.  The students were 
asking great questions and were intrigued to learn more.  It is a 
joy to watch them learn, grow, and discover more about God.   

Homework Help Update 
*The students and families did an amazing job adjusting to       
remote learning and meeting on Zoom for Homework Help.  The 
students continued to be engaged, focused, respectful, and fun in 
this new environment.  We offered a daily morning check in           
gathering for students to connect, see what they had for the day, 
and get organized.  We then gathered each afternoon for       
Homework Help.  Thanks to the abilities of technology, students 
were able to receive assistance on their studies and were able to 
work in smaller groups with staff and volunteers.  We were           
extremely impressed with how hard the students worked during 
this time and it was wonderful to be able for us to stay connected 
as well.   
*Thank you for all the ways you continue to generously support 
the Homework Help program.  Thanks to everyone who                
volunteered to help with the program, provided snacks for the 
students, and prayed for us.  We appreciate you supporting and 
impacting the next generation.   
Celebration Moment:  It was a celebration on our last day of 
Homework Help as the students finished their Aleks online math 
for the year!  They have worked so hard on these topics and           
concepts all year so to see them finish strong and submit their last 
assignments was a wonderful celebration!       
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

HKC Update 
*HKC (Huntington Kids Club) continued to meet on Monday       
evenings on Zoom.  The kids enjoyed a fun-filled evening each 
week as they learned more about our great friend Jesus.   
*One of the highlights of our Zoom gatherings was the space it 
created for the kids to share about what was going on and how 
they were feeling about everything.  We spent lots of time sharing 
and praying together.  Each week the kids learned a new Scripture 
verse and worked on memorizing them.  It was encouraging to 
hear the kids talking about the verses and what stood out to 
them.   
Celebration Moment:  Watching the faces of the kids as they 
signed on to Zoom each week as they saw their friends was a 
beautiful moment!  It was a joy to be able to connect and share 
with one another!  I was encouraged hearing the prayers from the 
kids and seeing them using the five finger prayer we learned this 
year.   

 
 

Stay tuned for additional ways we’ll continue to stay connected to God and to one another this summer.  We’ve been 
prayerfully seeking God, listening for the Spirit’s unique and creative ideas, and discussing together what this looks like as 

we consider love, safety, and community.   



A Letter from Megan Condry  

The Unexpected Path to Fruitfulness 

     At the beginning of 2020, God was teaching me about awareness.  “More and more people are seeing this: they enter the        
mystery, abandoning themselves to God.  The world’s a stockpile of God-wonders and God-thoughts” (Psalm 40:3&5, The Message).  
I felt like I was seeing the world in new ways as I looked for God in the daily, ordinary moments.  As we journeyed into late winter 
and then spring, we found ourselves in a season like no other.  I began walking outside once or twice a day when the weather was 
nice.  I quickly found a few paths near my home that were relatively untraveled and I’ve worn my tracks into those roads.                
Awareness seemed to beckon to me as the seasons were changing before my eyes.  I was like a little kid!  I was hyper aware of the 
slightest of changes taking place on the trees and I noticed the smallest glimmer of a flower breaking forth from the ground.  I’d take 
pictures and often journal about these changes.  There are several trees outside my window at home and I think this year was the 
first time I’d noticed each stage in the process of moving from the barren winter to the abundant spring fullness.  I was naming 
thanks and declaring God’s goodness in those tiny glimmers! 
     While I was focusing on awareness, thinking that was the lesson for the season, God was tending to my heart and planting seeds 
for where He was leading me next.  Have you ever had one of those times where everything seems to be focusing on the same 
thing?  You might not notice at first but at some point you look back and realize how much God had been placing this idea in front of 
you.  I found myself sheltered in place moving at new, slower rhythms, quite unaware of the work God was doing just beneath the 
surface.  There was much talk of rest.  I’ve been one to struggle with rest.  I felt like I didn’t know how to rest well.  I would rest but it 
felt like something was missing. 
     The kids at HKC on Monday evenings were learning a new verse each week and these were our first two verses.  “Find rest, O my 
soul, in God alone; my hope comes from Him” (Psalm 62:5).  “Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you 
rest” (Matthew 11:28).  Throughout the rest of the year, the kids kept coming back to Psalm 62:5 as one of their favorites.  “I’m    
encouraged to know that real rest comes from God,” one of the kids shared.  Real rest is found in God.  Jesus literally says come to 
me and I will give you rest.  I thought about my quiet moments with God in the mornings and how peaceful and rested I felt in that 
space. 
     This idea of rest kept coming up in Scripture, books, podcasts, and conversations.  Before long I was deep into learning about      
Sabbath rest.  I was fascinated by the things I was learning and reading.  Most of this knowledge wasn’t new but isn’t that how we 
learn best?  We must hear the same thing again and again and often in new ways for it to sink in and take root. 
     I’ve got a window full of plants at my home and I quite enjoy tending to them.  They’ve taken their spring burst and many are 
stretching long toward the light.  It was time for me to cut back and prune my plants.  This is always quite a strange experience.  I 
have to unearth the plant, expose the roots, make cuts, remove dead leaves, and then replant.  It’s risky business because I’m never 
sure what will happen.  Will the old plant survive?  Will the new plant take root?  As difficult as it is for me to prune my plants, I 
know it is important, because I have seen what happens when they are left unattended.  They grow big and tall but not strong and 
healthy.  The hardest part for me is the waiting!  I’ve learned to propagate succulents from leaves.  It feels painful to gently remove 
leaves from the plant, leaving it barren, and then wait for weeks to see if new growth emerges from the leaves.  I water and turn the 
planter to make sure all the leaves are getting roughly the right amount of sun.  I tend to the original plant that looks so sad and 
empty.  Then one day, I see it.  The tiniest of green emerging from the edge of a leaf and then it happens on another and another.  
The original plant, the one with all its leaves removed, somehow breaks forth new growth too.  From what looked to be a dead stem, 
new plants break forth. 
     Isn’t that what God graciously does with us?  “I am the true vine, and my Father is the gardener.  He cuts off every branch in me 
that bears no fruit, while every branch that does bear fruit he prunes so that it will be even more fruitful” (John 15:1-2).  If I want my 
life to bear much fruit, the kinds of fruit the Spirit gives (Galatians 5:22-23), I’ve got to let my Maker, the Great Farmer, tend to the 
garden of my life.  I’ve got to make time to meet with the Gardener, the one who knows exactly what in me needs to be cut out so 
that something new and beautiful can emerge. 
     I’m learning that the surprising and unexpected thing that brings about fruitfulness in my life is rest.  “The word Sabbath means 
“cease from working.”  The concept is holy” (24/6, pg 24).  God quite literally used the land to teach the people of Israel about         
Sabbath.  If the people overworked the land for too long without rest, the crop would be affected.  They had to let the land rest for a 
season and when they returned, it would produce a bountiful harvest.  “We need time off and rest in order to be fruitful.  Otherwise 
you’re going to burn out the soil of your heart” (Cory Asbury on the That Sounds Fun podcast, April 30, 2020).  There is so much good 
that takes place in the waiting when the land is receiving what it needs through rest and the same is true in our lives. 
     “Sabbath is a time to transition from human doings to human beings.  It is a day to celebrate a God who makes times for us to be 
with him” (24/6, pg 157).  I’m finding that it is in the stopping, in the letting go, in the being with God, in the existing without            
expectation, that fruitfulness is growing in me.  It’s not pretty or pain free, but it is worth it.  I’ve tasted the gift of Sabbath rest and I 
want to keep creating space for the Great Farmer to keep cultivating the soil of my heart.  The real growing seems to happen in the 
unseen.  The steady rhythms of work and rest provide the space for God to bring about a harvest that bears the best fruit.  May it be 
so in all of our lives.  May you embrace the unexpected path to fruitfulness by resting and allowing God to work the soil of your heart 
and prune where needed.  May you find real rest, the kind that leads to fruitfulness, in God alone. 



A Note From the Ministry Coordinator: 
“Because you belong to Christ you are complete, having everything you need.” Colossians 2:10 

 

     We’ve all been on a steep learning curve lately as we’ve sheltered in place due to the global pandemic. For the most 
part, we’ve learned to stay in one place. We’ve learned to let go of many of our expectations. We’ve learned to grieve the 
loss of a number of things we thought would be happening these last few months but that have just not been possible. 
We’ve learned to adapt to activities looking different than we anticipated. We’ve learned to slow down. We’ve learned to 
live with uncertainty. We’ve learned to spend more time listening to God and to one another. We’ve learned to be        
present. We’ve learned to love. 
     In mid-January, almost three-year-old Emmitt told us, “I don’t want you guys to go to work!” after he had been         
playing Operation with Daddy that morning before I rushed him and his sister to the door to put on shoes and gather 
items for the day so that I could get them buckled in their seats in the car and drop them off at the sitter’s before making 
my way to the office. Little did any of us know that two months later, Emmitt’s wish that Mommy and Daddy wouldn’t 
have to go to work would be granted. In mid-March, Mommy and Daddy began working from home. This brought its 
own set of difficulties trying to productively respond to emails and start projects while also entertaining my children…
often resulting in Emmitt telling me, “You can’t work today, Mom!” 
     As signs of resuming in-person activities begin to mount and I think about returning to our new “normal” routine, my 
first feeling is one of dread! We have been blessed to be able to enjoy this slower time at home with one another and have 
been better able to remember that God is at the center of our lives because we’ve been living at a less frantic pace. My 
first instinct seems to be one of dread because I don’t want to go back to the way things were. I thank God that we don’t 
have to go back. Instead, I am certain that God is changing us and inviting us into something new. 
     The question, “What is God guiding us to carry forward as we enter a new normal?” has been circling in my head and 
my heart and in my conversations with others for several weeks now. I want 
concrete answers to this question, and I have some definite things I feel 
God leading me to carry forward. Which activities bear the fruit that God       
desires? 
     One activity I plan to carry forward is weekly sleepovers with my kids! 
We’ve had a sleepover in our family room every Friday night for the last 
ten weeks. We used to have sleepovers maybe once every few months. This 
is precious time we are able to spend just being together…watching a 
movie, eating popcorn, and cuddling under blankets. There is no grand 
plan, nothing to learn, and no schedule. It is time to just enjoy being       
together. These sleepovers bear fruit. They allow me to form bonds with my 
kids and help us be knit together in such a way that we know one another 
more deeply and become more aware of one another’s needs. Deeper               
relationships with others bear the fruit that God desires in the form of love, peace, and patience. 
     God is changing us in this time, too, and although we will likely resume many of the activities in which we             
participated several months ago, I pray that we will do so with a new perspective. So often my ultimate aim is perfection. 
Praise God that He is continually shifting my perspective. Recently, while listening to author Vanessa Luu, I heard her 
share this wisdom, “The antidote for perfection is truth.” The truth is that God does not expect perfection. Neither do my 
kids or my husband or my boss. As we move forward, I want to remember that I don’t have to come up with the best 
question or most exciting game. I don’t have to teach a lesson with every moment of play. God asks us to simply BE with 
Him. In much the same way, my kids desire for me to simply BE with them. My kids just need me, their mom, to be the 
person God created me to be. They need me to push them on the swing, to smile at them, to encourage them, to laugh 
with them, to often have sleepovers with them, to love them…to be me in the way that only I can as their mom. That is 
more than enough and all anyone can ever ask. Don’t ask more of yourself. Nobody is asking any more of you. 
     May we be with the truth that we are already complete in Christ because of the blood of Jesus (Colossians 2:10).    
Completion is different from perfection. We do not need to be any more perfect. We can’t be. There is beauty, and maybe 
even completion, in imperfection. As we allow God to shift our perspective, resting in this truth, we are more fully able to 
recognize our connection to and need for God, our Creator and Redeemer. When we just be with God, rather than forcing 
moments to be something they are not, something God does not intend them to be, we bear fruit and are able to freely 
receive and then freely offer love, peace, and patience to ourselves and to one another. 
     As you move forward, still uncertain, still in transition, but confident in the truth that you have been made complete in 
Christ, what are you carrying with you? How is God shifting your perspective? Is what you are carrying yours to carry? 
May we give thanks that God is not calling us back to a former way of life that we must fear or dread but that instead He 
is changing us and guiding us to be filled with joy, hope, and peace, as He leads us into something new.   ~ Megan Engle  



Birthdays 
06/01, John Meyer 

06/02, Jane Friermood 
06/03, Cassie Hacker 

06/05, Kennedy Baker 
06/08, Dottie McCurley 

06/09, Barb Baker 
Nan Ulrich 

06/11, Doyle Krieg 
06/13, Kelly Halverstadt 

06/14, Ken McCurley 
06/20, Bob Bittner 
06/21, Kirk Baker 

06/22, Joseph Callahan 
Kay Delauter 
Peggy Scher 

06/23, Jeannie Myers 
06/24, Ann Ambler 

Don Hofmann 
Gracie Zartman 

06/26, Aaron Baker 
06/27, John Bostel 

Jessie Hess 
Michael Ward 

 
Anniversaries 

06/01, Scott & Lisa Harter 
Zen & Jessie Hess 

06/04, Doyle & Kathy Krieg 
06/05, Jamie & Hoss Cocklin 
06/09, Marland & Mary Sell 

Richard & Jenna Strick 
06/11, Matt & Kristen Harter 

06/15, Jeff & Connie 
Baumgardner 

06/20, Herb & Virginia Oden 
06/24, Adam & Erica Myers 

06/26, Kevin & Sandy      
Shoemaker 

06/27, Tom & Bonnie Hosler 
 

Birthdays 

07/01, Virginia Oden 

07/02, Tracy Krieg 

07/07, Karen Rinehart 

07/09, Brandy Kalhoefer 

07/10, Betty Henderson 

Shane Jarvis 

07/12, Dorothy Rodgers 

07/14, Claudia Wilson 

07/15, Mason Flynn 

07/16, Deforest Beal 

Tammy Brown 

Miles Tucker 

07/18, Jim Kramer 

07/23, Sophia Miller 

07/28, Terry Rodgers 

Joey Spiegel 

07/29, Riva Callahan 

07/31, Gary Newton 

 
 

Anniversaries 

07/02, John & Carla Bostel 

07/05, Andy & Cassie Miller 

07/06, Lynn & Ned Gamble 

07/22, Christopher & Leslie 
Nicola 

07/24, Shari & Brian           

Brinneman 

07/26, Mike & Becky Lyons 

07/27, Angie & Nick Albright 

07/28, Ken & Dottie McCurley 

 

Birthdays 
08/01, Pat Kenworthy 

08/02, Gerry Rupel 
08/04, Emmalyn Hess 

08/05, Don Sult 
08/08, Mike Krieg 

08/09, Jessica Tippy 
08/12, Rick Baker 

Ruby Kramer 
Samantha Sutorius 
08/14, Kayla Meyer 

08/16, Barbara Seemeyer 
08/18, Scott Baker 

08/20, Jana Krueger 
08/24, Herbert Oden 

Frances Shuff 
08/31, Jeff Barnes 

 
Anniversaries 

08/02, Kyle & Sharon Metzger 
08/03, Melvin & Margie Cox 
08/05, John & Susan Meyer 

Ronald & Barbara Reed 
08/09, Aaron & Jessica Baker 

Jill & Terry Gamlin 
08/10, Gary & Joy Newton 
08/14, Tom & Susan Smith 
08/16, Scott & Robin Baker 
08/20, Rick & Barb Baker 

08/22, Rick & Karen         
Chesterman 

Mike & Sandy Hacker 
Jeff & Jennifer Haneline 

08/24, Tom & Linda Jennings  
08/26, Ryan & Nicole Gatchel 

08/30, Jim & Ann Ambler 
Dan & Linda Stephan 

08/31, Diane & Kennith Hill 
  



SPFCC VIRTUAL GATHERINGS 
 
 

*Sunday School and Fellowship Time on Zoom on Sundays at 10:30 a.m.  
Sunday School and Fellowship is intended to follow your time of guided worship on Sunday mornings. We will 
grow with God and one another through a discussion about our time of worship and through conversations, like 
at snack time! So, grab your coffee and join the Zoom conversation. (The time for this may change as we adapt to 
in-person activities and as we learn what is best for our congregation.) 
 
 

*Bible Study on Zoom on Tuesdays at 4:00 p.m. 
I enjoy the fellowship of Bible study, and I am enthused each week to learn more about the life 
of Christ as we study his word. I learn more and more as Zen teaches us the interpretation of the 
Bible as well as input from other members of the group.  It gives me a sense of strength in my 
faith to study the Bible. I hate it if I have to miss a Bible study meeting. ~Cindy Hildebrand  

 
 

"For the Word of God is alive and active..." Hebrews 4:12a  
For me, this is the verse that sums up the Tuesday 4 p.m. St. Pete's Bible 
Study experience. We feel just how alive and active the Word is as together we discuss 
what the Scriptures meant to the original readers and what they mean for us today. We 
also learn from one another because each participant always has a unique perspective to 
share. If you're free on Tuesdays at 4pm, we'd love to have you join! ~Jenna Strick 
 
 

*Morning Prayer on Zoom on Thursdays at 8:30 a.m. 
I have seen the power of prayer and appreciate all the prayers that have been said in response to 
requests that have been made. Morning prayer is important to me because people need prayers, and 
I believe the more prayers, the better. I have seen the difference prayer makes in the lives of others. 
I know that other people appreciate being prayed for; therefore, it is important to me to continue in 
community prayers. ~Becky Lyons 

 
 

We enjoy being a part of the Thursday morning prayer times    
because praying is a great way to start off our Thursdays.  It is also a great way 
to stay connected to the St. Peter's Church family and is always a privilege to be 
lifting each other up in prayer!  The other thing that we really enjoy is having 
our girls see the importance of prayer and the chance to be involved in the         
important work of prayer! ~Andy, Cassie, Sophia, and Vera Miller 

The SPFCC Women's team has scheduled an SPFCC Rummage Sale for July 31st and August 1st!        
Clothing will not be accepted for the sale. A couple of tables for "bazaar" items will be included at the sale. 
This could include things you have made while "staying at home".  The Women’s Team would love to see 
items that are knitted, crocheted, sewn, painted, re-purposed, trash-to-treasure, or anything else you'd like to 
donate.  Drop off of items can begin on Monday, July 27th.  Volunteers will be welcome for sorting and pricing 
as well as for cashiering during the sale. Please contact Barb Derr at (260) 355-8037 or Sam Sutorius at (260) 
385-5578 for more information. 

We hope to resume in-person worship services at SPFCC on June 14th. A virtual offering to participate in 
the Sunday morning worship services, as well as the virtual offerings noted above, will continue throughout 
the summer months. Thanks to all of you, St. Pete’s has never stopped being the church. We will continue to      
discern, evaluate, and shift our hopes for the summer months and beyond in accordance with local health 
guidelines and recommendations. 



Men’s Team Spotlight 

The SPFCC Men’s Team’s Mission is to encourage men in their walk with the Lord and challenge them in 
fulfilling their God-given responsibilities as a faithful believer. 

Ongoing ministries of the Men’s Team include the men’s breakfast on the third Sunday of the month at 8 
a.m. at SPFCC from September-May, the pancake and sausage breakfast on the second Saturday in April each 
year, and serving as a Heritage Days food vendor on the third or fourth Saturday in June each year.  

Ways the Congregation Can Help the Men’s Team: The congregation can pray for those involved with the 
men’s team and pray for the Holy Spirit to strengthen the relationships between the men in our                   
congregation. 

Women’s Team Spotlight 

Team Members: Barb Derr, Marcia Herzog, Linda Jennings, Sally Kimmel, Sally Morrison, Betsy Royer, Katie 
Schilling, Sam Sutorius - team leader  

The SPFCC Women’s Team’s Mission is to oversee and develop the women’s ministries of the church. 

Ongoing ministries of the Women’s Team include the steak supper in November, hosting weddings, and  
providing meals for funeral dinners as needed.  

Ways the Congregation Can Help the Women’s Team: The congregation can pray for the Women’s Team, as 
well as attend Women’s Team events such as the rummage sale, steak supper, etc.  

If you’re interested in visiting or sending a note to our shut-in friends, those in 

local or nearby nursing homes are indicated below. If you plan to visit, you should call the nursing home first to 
see if they are receiving visitors or make arrangements to do window visits. 

 

Heritage Pointe - Warren, IN   Heritage of Huntington 

Betty Henderson     Mary Lacey 

       Hilda Mitten 

Tipton Place      Velma Myers 

Kay Delauter      Zetta Schultz 

Bill Switzer 
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ST. PETER’S FIRST COMMUNITY CHURCH 
206 ETNA AVENUE 
HUNTINGTON, IN 46750 

Worship 9:30 am 
Conversation and Refreshments 

10:45 am 

 

Glorify, Build, 

REACH 

The purpose of St. Peter’s First Community 
Church is to glorify God, build up the body of 

Christ, and reach out to those in our community 
and world to help them become followers of 

Christ. 

ST. PETER’S FIRST COMMUNITY CHURCH 
phone: 260.356.7728 

fax: 260.356.7514 
email: megane@spfcc.org 

web: www.spfcc.org 
https://www.facebook.com/StPetersFirstCommunityChurch 

 

Megan Engle, Ministry Coordinator 
Office Hours: 

Monday-Thursday 8 am-4 pm 

Zen Hess, Pastor 
260.224.5698  

zen@spfcc.org 

Barb Derr, Financial Secretary 
barb@spfcc.org 

 

Megan Condry, Youth & Children’s Director 
419.733.1272 

meganc@spfcc.org 

 

“Remain in me, as I also remain in you. No branch can 
bear fruit by itself; it must remain in the vine. Neither can 

you bear fruit unless you remain in me.” John 15:4 


